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Elder Shirley Williams presented an inspiring, reflective and awareness-building 
session on the importance of water, one of the “four great elements” with the 7-year 
Water Walk event that finished last spring, as the basis for the talk. 
 
Some interesting facts about water learned during the session: 

 The indigenous philosophy of water encompasses four kinds of water : birth, 
drinking, rain and the spirit (holy water used for baptism, ceremonies, teas 
for medicines, traditional weddings etc.)   

 Babies are given glucose water when they are first born as a reflection of life.   
 Water cleanses you, crying is good medicine as it is cleansing, helps to flush 

our system and makes our bowels move, releases toxins.   
 We need to replenish water we lose, by drinking 8 glasses a day. 
 Connections to water are felt: 

o Mentally – electrolytes, sound of water can bring peace & joy 
o Spiritually – we have a relational connection to water 
o Emotionally – water brings us a happier life 
o Physically – feel refreshed after a bath 

 
Other indigenous knowledge gleaned from the session: 

 water women are the ones who prays for water, blesses it and gives a drink 
to people at ceremonies, they believe that it has spirit and power to guide us 
in our life 

 scientific research shows that talking to plants makes them grow better and 
healthier and it is possible to send positive & negative thoughts to and about 
water 

 indigenous people pick plants at different types of day depending on plant 
 indigenous people give their children “time out” by sitting with mother earth; 

rather than a punishment, it is an opportunity to connect and reflect  
 Water walks (4 in total) taught appreciation and respect for water and acted 

as a spiritual awakening; a documentary film is now being made on the 
event. 

 Sacred Water Circle event, a conference on the topic of water was staged a 
couple of years ago 
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